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DESCRIPTIVE SETS IN UNIFORM SPACES 

M.D. RICE 
Fairfax 

This paper summarizes recent work of the author and others on 
selected topics in the theory of descriptive sets. In some sense it 
is a natural continuation of the line of thought introduced by Z. 
Frolik at the Third Prague Symposium ([Fr]-,). The present work at
tempts to show that uniform spaces are a natural setting for the 
study of descriptive phenomena. First, many classical separation and 
reduction theorema may be immediately generalized to the class of 
all uniform spaces (§2), Second, topological and measurable phenome
na may be simultaneously considered (see application after 2.2 and 
§4)» Third, the concept of a semi-compact paving has a natural for
mulation in uniform spaces (2.3)• Fourth, uniform spaces are the na
tural setting for the study of uniform discreteness, an idea that 
has provided the impetus for recent work in non-separable descriptive 
theory (§3K Finally, uniform ideas allow the natural extension of 
classical results to arbitrary products of metric spaces (see CTl). 

§1 Notation 

If X is a uniform space, Z(X) (resp. coz (X)) denotes the 
family of zero-sets (resp. cozero sets) of the members from U(X) , 
the family of real-valued uniformly continuous functions, and Ba(X) 
denotes the <s -field of Baire sets generated by Z(X). The hyper-
Baire sets (hyperBaire (X)) is the smallest <5~-field containing 
Z(X) that is closed under the formation of uniformly discrete uni
ons. 

Let ScP(X). cX(S) denotes the family of sets Souslin derived 

from S , i.e. the sets of the form U O F(t, ,t~,•..,t ), where 
t n=l L * n 

t = (t-jttpt***) i s a sequence of natural numbers and each F(t-,9«»* 
t )e S • Co-cX(S) is the family of complements of members from 
(US) and bi-0{S) = cX(S)fl Co-(2XS) . If S is finitely multipli
cative and {0,X^CS , then OACL(S)) = &(S) and t̂ /(S) is coun-
tably multiplicative and countably additive, hence bi- CUS) is a 
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<o -field. 

If X is a uniform space, Souslin (X) = Cb(Z(X)) is the fami

ly of Souslin sets, Co-Souslin (X) =- Co-t2(Z(X)) , and 

bi-Souslin (X) = bi-<#,(Z(X)). If X is a Tychonoff space, the above 

definitions apply, where X is viewed as a fine uniform space. In 

addition, if S is the family of compact Gj.-sets, let c5(X) be 

the smallest family containing S that is finitely additive, coun-

tably multiplicative, and closed under differences, and define 

c5*(X)loc=- {ACX|AOBe <5~(X) for each Ba <5"(X)} . 

§2 Separation and Reduction Theorems 

Theorem 2.1: (i) Let \A } i«= Souslin (X). There exists a uniformly 

continuous mapping X—*M onto a separable metric 

space M and a family {A^\n-=1 f r o m Souslin (M) 

such that f (A^) = An , n=lf2,... 

(ii) Let B be a Baire set in X of additive (resp. 

multiplicative) class <*,. There exists a uniformly 
f 

continuous mapping X—>U onto a separable metric 

space M and a Baire set B' in M of additive 

(resp. multiplicative) class oc such that 

^(B) = B . 

Comments 

1. 2.1 (ii) is essentially found in (QFr],-, Lemma 2). 

2. One easily sees that 2.1 (i) is valid if Souslin is replaced by 

bi-Souslin (if (Bn} cbi-Souslin (X) , apply 2.1 (i) to the fami-

^ tSn'^nP-
3. 2.1 is not valid for hyperBaire sets regardless of the metric spa

ce M chosen (see the example following 3.4, noting that each hy

perBaire set in a metric space is a Souslin set). 

4. 2.1 may be applied to obtain the following well known results. 

Each compact Souslin set is a zero set. Each Souslin set in a com

pact space is Lindelof. Each Souslin set in a realcompact space is 

realcompact. More generally, one has the following result. Let P 

be a topological property inherited by zero sets and assume XxMe 

e P for each X e P and separable metric space M • Then 

Souslin (X)cP for each X e P . (If AeSouslin (X), choose a 

continuous mapping X—>M as in 2.1 and A c M such that 
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t^U) = A . Then G(f) = {(x,f (x)) :xe *} is a zero set in X-1I , 

so G(f/A) = G(f)n(X*A') belongs to P • Finally, A is homeo-

morphic to G(f/A), so AeP.) 

5. 2.1 establishes the following general result: each classical sepa

ration or reduction theorem which is valid for all separable met

ric spaces is valid for all uniform spaces. For example (see LK]), 

one obtains the following results. 

(Lusin Second Separation Theorem): Let ^ A
n)n=l

C S o u s l i n ( X ) # T h e r e 

exists a disjoint family ^C }!l-lc Co-Souslin (X) such that 

An " ( V A i ) c C n ' n=l|2,... • 
ij*n 

(Kuratowski Reduction Theorem): Let (Un}n=l
C Co-Souslin (X). There 

exists a disjoint family {v }~-jC Co-Souslin (X) such that 

V n c U n » n=l,2,... , and U u = U v . 
n n n=l n n=l n 

(Kuratowski Second General Separat ion Theorem): Let ( A n i n = - l c 

c S o u s l i n ( X ) . There e x i s t s a fami ly ( B
n y ^ = i c Co-Sous l in (X) such 

t h a t A - ( H A ^ l c B , , , n = l , 2 , . . . , and ( l B = 0 . 
n T m n * * ' J __-, m 

m - l m - i 
It should be noted, however, that Lusin*s First Separation Theorem 

cannot be extended to all separable metric spaces (see comments fol

lowing 2.4 (ii))• 

Corollary 2.2: Let X be a uniform space. Each pair of disjoint Sou

slin sets may be separated by a bi-Souslin set. 

Proof: Apply the Kuratowski Reduction Theorem. 

Application: Let S be a (5-field on the set X . Applying 2.2 to 

the uniformity generated by the countable ^-partitions of X , one 

obtains that disjoint members of CL(YIJ) may be separated by a mem

ber of b i - a ( E ) . 

Frequently the statement of an abstract separation theorem uses 

the concept of a semi-compact paving (CcP(X) is semi-compact if 

O c V 0 for each countable sub-family CcC with the finite inter

section property). The uniform analogue of this idea is a precompact 
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metric-fine space (for by [Ha]2, X is precompact metric-fine if and 

only if Z(X) is a semi-compact paving); hence one immediately ob

tains the following result (from [C] , 2.2). 

Theorem 2.3: Each pair of disjoint Souslin sets in a precompact met

ric-fine space may be separated by a Baire set. 

Comments 

1. 2.3 may be directly established using the fact that each uniform

ly continuous metric image of a precompact metric-fine space is 

compact ([Ha]p), 2.1, and Lusin's First Separation Theorem. 

2. The fine uniformity on a pseudcompact space is precompact and 

metric-fine; more generally, the precompact metric-fine spaces 

are exactly the G^-dense subspaces of compact spaces ([Ha^K 

Finally, we note the following two equalities between classes 

of descriptive sets. 

Theorem 2.4: Let X be a complete metric space. 

(i) (CHllj) bi-Souslin (X) = hyperBaire (X). 

(ii) ([R32) bi-Souslin (X) = Baire (X) if and only if 

X is the union of a separable and 6"-discrete 

subspace. 

2.4 (ii) shows that Lusin's First Separation Theorem (which is 

the separable case of 2.4 (i) in view of 2.2) must fail for some se

parable metric space. (This is undoubtedly a folklore result, but I 

have no reference.) Let B be a bi-Souslin, non-Baire set in any 

apace X. By 2.1 (i), there exists a uniformly continuous mapping 

X—>M onto a separable metric space M and a bi-Souslin set B' 

in M such that f~ (B') = B . Then B' is not a Baire set. This 

example also shows that B' is not the restriction to M of a bi-

-Souslin set in the completion of M. 

§3 Uniformly Discrete Families 

Theorem 3.1: Let X be a uniform space and let Pocoz (X) be a fi

nitely multiplicative family. If P is closed under the 

formation of uniformly discrete unions, then CUP) and 

bi- fl/(P) are closed under the formation of uniformly 
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discrete unions. 

Corollary 3»2: Let X be a locally fine uniform space. Then Sous-
lin (X) and bi-Souslin (X) are closed under the 
formation of uniformly discrete unions. 

Proof: X locally fine implies coz (X) is closed under the forma

tion of uniformly discrete unions, so one may apply 3.1. 

Corollary 3*3: Let X be a paracompact topological space. Then Sous-
lin (X) and bi-Souslin (X) are closed under the for
mation of discrete unions; alternately, each locally 
Souslin (resp. locally bi-Souslin) set is a Souslin 
(resp. bi-Souslin) set. 

Proof: Apply 3.2 to the fine uniformity on X and note that uni
formly discrete and discrete coincide in a fine paracompact setting. 

Theorem 3*4: Let X be a uniformly locally compact uniform space. 
Then hyperBaire (X) = cf(X)loc= <5"-u.d.Baire (X) and 
bi-Souslin (X)chyperBaire (X). (Here (T-u.d. denotes 
<T -uniformly discrete unions.) 

Example: There exists a uniformly locally compact space X with 
bi-Souslin (X) ? hyperBaire (X). Let X = {p,l}°"* Co, H ) , where 
[Ofil) has the discrete uniformity. For each <X,<Q , define 
\ - {(P>/$)IP0 = ° } • Then {^j is a uniformly discrete cozero 
family, but V = UV^ is not a Souslin set since it does not depend 
on countably many co-ordinates (see [T]). 

Corollary 3«5: Let X be a locally compact paracompact space. Then 
bi-Souslin (X) = hyperBaire (X) = ci"(X)loc= 

= (T-u.d. Baire (X). 

Proof: Apply 3*3 and 3.4 to the fine uniformity on X • 

§4 Measurable Functions and Completely Additive Families 

Theorem 4»1: Let X be a precompact metric-fine space. Then each 
disjoint completely additive Baire family is countable; 
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hence each Baire measurable metric-image of X is a 

separable absolute Souslin set. 

4.1 is essentially contained in 1.3 and 2.3 of LC ] , which to

gether establish that every separable-metric valued Baire measurable 

image of X is a Souslin set. (For if {-U)<t<a is a n uncountab

le completely additive disjoint Baire family that covers X , let 
A = {**}*< n b e a non-Souslin subset of the real line TR . Then 

the mapping X — > IR defined by A — > a^ is Baire measurable, which 

is impossible.) We remark that the same proof technique was earlier 

discovered and used in CF1O3 • 

Corollary 4*2: (i) Each disjoint completely additive Baire family of 

a pseudocompact space is countable, 

(ii) (CHl]^) Each disjoint completely additive Souslin 

family of a complete separable metric space is 

countable. 

Proof: (i) Apply 4*1 to the fine uniformity on the space* (ii) (Bai
re case) follows from (i) since each complete separable metric space 
is the Baire measurable image of a compact metric space (see LMe]). 

Comment: 4«2 (i) was first established for compact spaces in C**]? 

and 4*2 (ii) is also an immediate consequence of the results in 

Theorem 4.3: (CFr]0 ,CP]) Let X be a complete metric space and let 
X—>M be a metric-valued Baire measurable mapping. Then 
f is a Baire mapping of class d , for some <K -*=fL . 

Theorem 4*4: Let X be a uniform space such that m#X (the measu

rable coreflection of X - see CR]->) is proximally fine. 
f If X—>M is a Baire measurable mapping to a metric 

space M , there exists a complete metric space ML-, 

containing M (uniformly) and a complete metric space 

1L such that f may be factored as g © e , where g 

is Baire measurable and e is 

X-^-» Mg 

-XA 
-í 
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uniformly continuous* 

Corollary 4*5: Let X be a uniform 9pace such that m^X is proxi-

mally fine and let X—>M be a metric-valued Baire 

measurable mapping. 

(i) f is a Baire mapping of class ct (for some 

d <*=ll ). 

(ii) G(f) = {(x,f (x) ):x&XJ is a Baire set of class 

oC (for some ci < i l ). Furthermore, if X - A N 

is also a metric-valued Baire measurable mapping, 

then 

(iii) X——&»M*N is Baire measurable. 

Proof: Apply 4»3, 4.4t and the fact CK] that the graph of each metric 

-valued Baire measurable mapping of class oC on a complete metric 

space is a Baire set of class X • 

Comments 

1. 4.3 is derived from the deeper result that m#X is proximally fi

ne for each complete metric space X (see CFr]2 and CR]^ p
 f o r 

details). 

2. 4^4 and 4*5 (ii), (iii) have analogous statementa, where m^ is 

replaced by the bi-analytic operator a# defined in LR]-. and 

Baire ia replaced by bi-Souslin. 

3. 4.5 (iii) is equivalent to the following property of Baire (X): 

if {A \ and {-3+J are disjoint completely additive Baire (X) 

families, then {A H B } ia a completely additive Baire family 

(following [_Fr\ , a 6"-field with this property i9 called proxi

mally fine). It is an unsolved problem whether the Baire 6"-field 

of each metric space is proximally fine, or whether the Lebesgue 

GT -field of the real line is proximally fine (without special 

set-theoretic assumptions)• 

Theorem 4»6; Let E be a 6"-field on the set X . 

(i) If IXl^iV-^ , then JZ is proximally fine. 

(MA) If IXl^c , then Z3 is proximally fine, 

(ii) (MA) If X is a uniform space and |XI -̂ c f 

then the graph of each metric-valued Baire (resp» 

bi-Souslin) measurable mapping on X is a Baire 

(reap. bi-Souslin) set. 

(iii) If M is a locally complete metric space, then 
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bi-Souslin (M) i3 proximally fine. If M is also 

locally separable, then Baire (M) is proximally 

fine. 
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